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ABSTRACT: A thermnon~c eslum daode la~:ospo~ating J cavi- 
ty emitter is disclosed The emlhter irefir~cs a pluidE~ty of rela- 
tively shallow cavities extendmg 111wardl~ from the ~u l%ce  
thereof which faces the ~nterelecuode gap The ciepths of rli;: 
cav~ties are comparable w~tR the electron-a-rzlitr,zi rncan-free 
path and the ratios of the depths of the catlrses to t m r  dl~arnz- 
ters are large enough to neutrailre electron spacc shzrgc f-,.;: 
occuring thereat. 
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CAVITY EMImER FOR THEWIONIC CONVERTER The novel features of the invention are set forth with par- 
ticularity in the appended claims. The invention may best be 
ORIGIN OF THE INVEN-FION understood from the following description when read iar con- 
The invention described herein was made in the per- junction with the accompanying drawin@ 
iormarce of work under a NASA contract and is subject to the 5 
provisions of Section 305 of the National Aeronautics and BRIEF DESCRHBTRON OF THE DRAWINGS 
Space Act of 1958. Public Law, 85-568 (72 Stat. 435; 42 FIG. P is a surface elevational view of a cavity emitter nc- 
USC 2457). cording to this invention; 
FIG. 2 is a cross section through lines 2-2 of FIG. I, slaow- 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION ing the emitter region of a cavity emitter diode according to 
1. Field of the Invention the invention including the adjacent collector thereof; 
This invention relates to thermionic converters and, more FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a typical cesiated convener 
particularly, to a thermionic converter capable of converting in accordance with the present invention: 
thermal energy to electrical energy with increased efficiency. I 5 FIG. 4, 5 and 6 are diagrams useful in explaining the per- 
2. Description of the Prior Art formance of one embodiment of the invention; and 
The theory of operation of thermionic converters and the FIGS. 7, 8 and 9 are diagrams useful in explaining the per- 
practical advantages realizable therewith are well known. In- formance of another embodiment of the invention. 
deed, significant advancements have been made in recent 
years in developing usable thermionic converters. Although 20 DESCRImlONOFTHEPREFERREDEMBODlMENTS 
many of the problems, with the Reference is now made to FIGS, 1 and 2 wherein numeral 
such devices have been ""led and others ap- 10 designates a thermionic converter, often rekrred to as a proach solutions, one of the principal problems characterizing diode, with an emitter l2 with its surface B4 in 
a'1 known converters is the very low a surface 16 of a 18, across an interelectrode 
energy conversion in converters having large interelectrode 25 spacing or gap 19. A cesiated convefier according to in- gaps. Large interelectrode gaps are more for 
vention is shown in FIG, 3. Therein, elements are ters with large power output capabilities. designated by descriptive legends. As the interelectrode gap is increased, the electrical power Unlike the surfaces of emitters in prior art kherrnionic con- 
output and the conversion efficiency generally decrease, since 
verters. in the present invention, emitter I:E defines a pluraiity the interelectrode losses increase. Therefore, the operating 30 
of cavities 20 extending inwardly from surface 14. A top view 
cesium reservoir temperatures at which the maximum power 
output occurs have to be lower in larger gap converters in of surface 14 with the cavities is diagrammed in FIG. 1. Since 
order to minimize their interelectrode losses, The reduction of the teachings of the present invention are primarily directed i e  
cesium temperature in turn results in a loss of power output the formation of the cavities in the emitter surface to form a 
since the converter current is lower due to the increased 35 cavity emitter which accounts for the converter's increased ef- 
emitter work function, occurring at reduced cesium tempera- ficiency, all the other elements including the sources of high 
tures. Any significant increase in energy conversion eficiency temperatures, and other required devices for the converter's 
and the power output at reduced cesium temperatures would pmper thermionic operation are purposely deleted, so that 
be deemed a significant advance in the state of the art. only the novel features are highlighted. 
40 It has been found that by providing cavities 20, at surface 14 
OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION to form a cavity emitter 12, with depths of the cavities being 
conlparable to the mean-free path of ekectron-neutrals which is a primary object of the present invention to provide a 
are present in the gap when the convefier is con- 
new improved thermionic converter. 
verter's efficiency is greatly increased. In particular embodi- It is another object of the invention to provide a thermionic 45 ments, actually reduced to practice, measured 
converter characterized by increased energy conversion effi- 
rent densities with the novel cavity emitter were nearly !(> 
ciency. 
A further object is to provide a relatively simple thermionic times larger than those realizable with a Elat surface emitter. 
converter which in most aspects is similar to prior art ther- The computed and measured work function of the cavity 
mionic converters, except for a novel feature, which accounts emitter has been found to be significantly iess than the wcrk 
for the chermionic converters increased energy-conversion ef- function of a similar size but flat surface emitter. Con- 
ficiency. sequently, lower cesium-reservoir temperature was required 
Still a further object of the invention is the provision of an to provide the same electric current output. This represents an 
improved method of a themionic converter, by increased energy-conversion efficiency when the cavity 
providing a novel step in the construction thereof. 55 emitter of the present invention is ernplojied in a !hermionis 
These and other objects of the invention are achieved by convefle"hatoperates at low cesium temperatures. 
providing a thermionic converter which includes an emitter In one of the embodiments, actually reduced to practice, 
and a coilector as is the case in the prior a*, prior art emitter which was used to experimentally support the theoretical anal- 
surfaces are typically flat or cylindrical. ~h~~~ surfaces have ysis, the cavity emitter had 19 shallow cylindrical cavities such 
no indentations, The novel thermionic converter of the 60 as 20 in FIG. 1. The emitter and collector materiais were tan.. 
present invention incorporates emitter surfaces which define a talum and molybdenum, respectively. The projeckd emitter 
plurality of inwardly directed cavities whose depths are corn- area Was 2 Cm.', 0.83 cm? of which represented the tobi pro- 
parabie to the electronneutral mean-free path. The diameters jected area of the 19 cavities. The depth of each cavity was 
of the cavities are chosen to prevent electron space charge 0.407 mm., and the area of the cylindrical wall was 0.0302 
from occuring at the open ends thereof. It has been found that 65 cm? per cavity. The 19 cavities had a total sidewall area ai^ 
such a cavity-defining emitter, hereafter referred to as the 0.573 cm2. The net surface area for electron emission was 
cavity emitter, has a cesiated work function which is lower by 2.573 cm?, which is 29 percent larger t11a.n tlhe prcjected area 
a significant value of electron volts (e.v.) than a flat or non- ofthe emitter. 
cavity surface emitter for the same ratio between emitter tem- The saturation current was determined from the intersec- 
peratures and cesium-reservoir temperatures. Consequently, 70 tion of two lines on a volt-ampere curve, one representing :Re 
when the novel cavity emitter is used, the operating cesium- saturation line and the other the BolQrnann line. Akhough the 
reservoir temperatures which are needed to produce a given leakage current across the diode was negligible fo: the range 
amount of electrical energy at  the same emitter temperatures of temperatures covered, it was subtracted from the measured 
are lower than those required when a conventional noncavity values as required. The saturation currents thus obtained were 
emitter is employed. 75 plotted, as shown in FIG. 4, as a function of reciprocal emitter 
~e~nperatures ( iO"/Ta). Therein T,, represents cesium-reser- Alternatively, the collector work function determined from 
vi:ir temperature. The result is a family of S-curves. Straight the knee of the volt-ampere curve (FIG. 6) is found to be 1.77 
lines representing saturation currents obtained from emitters ev. with QLs2.72 ev. and the voltage at the knee 4 . 9 5 .  
warh wa-k fu'unctio:~~ of 4.5 and 4.3 ev. are superimposed in Similar cakulations for TC=623"K. yield comparable results. 
FIG. 4 (she c.jlrrenz values along these lines are calculated on 5 The collector work functions were found PO be well within 
the ass~n~pt ion f 2 cm.? for the emitter area). The uncesiated the expected values. The work functions determined from the 
emhrei- work function (small lvn,) appears, from this retarding plot agreed remarkably well with the values deter- 
fygure, be 4.5 ev, which is slig~&y higher than expected, mined from the knee method. Since the knee method depends 
ili,ithough as high as 4.9 ev, have been for the on the "miner work function, as well as on the voltage at  the 
pi:a~e o"i".r~ntaluin, the handbook value is 4.19 ev. 10 knee, the agreement implies the validity of the emitter work 
The cesiated-surface work functions were calculated from 
saturation currents in ~lr;l..  , ,  ~h~ current density was The temperature ratios TED,, chosen for the experiments 
determined ,prurfi a pro.jected eminer area of 2 cm.~ ,  not from were such that the electron emission from the emitter oc- 
ih,e net arza 2,573 tin.' ofthe cavity eminer. ne Richardson curred under ion-rich conditions. Thus, the measured sarura- 
colrsrm-t (A-value) of 120 A,cm,ZoK,Z was also used in rhese I5 tion current was indeed the tr:mperature-saturated clisrent of 
caicwlatio:ns. Because of the assumptions concerning surface the cavity emitter. Consequently, apparent work functions determined from the saturation current were not modified by 
areas and the uniqueness of the emitter construction, the work the electron-space-charge sheath adjacent to the ernitter, such 
f~incriuns thus deier:rriined are the apparent work functions; as exists in a diode operating under electron-rich conditions. 
however, thescs are satisfactory for comparing cavity emitters 20 Also, the current must not be reduced by scattering, 
with ordinary flat erriitters. since the electron means-free path A, is larger than the intere- 
From :he measu~ed currenu for various emitter and cesium- lectrode gap d, (The A, of cesium atoms is 
reservoir \.esrperztures (FIG. 4), a Kasor-Warner plot for the larger d, )  
emitter wiark function is obtained, in accordance with the From the foregoing it should thus be appreciated Mihen 
reachings in an arlicie by N. Kasor and C. Warner entitled "- 25 employing cavity ofthe present invention, the ap- 
Cwrrzlaticn of Emission Processes for Absorbed Alkali Films parent work function of the cavity emitter is 0.4 e,,, 
sn Metal Surfaces," appearing in Journal of Applied Physics, lower than expected for the same temperature ratio T,/T, 
Voi. 35,  p. 2589 ( 1964). These results are shov:n in FIG. 4. Conversely, the same work function can be achieved at values 
The ZppareLi work functions for various temperature ratios 30 of T,, which are nearly 10 percent smaller than expected, One 
T,/T',., f i l l  (in a well-defined curve; however, this curve should note that the projected area of the emitter ( 2  cm.2) is 
deviates cons3dcrab9.j from any one of the theoretical Curves used in determining the current density. If the net emitter area 
obtained from the Rasor-Warner theory. Since the uncesiated is used, the work functions will be only slightly larger ( 4 . 0 4  
work furction @, must be 4.5 ev. to be consistent with the ev.) than those shown in FIG. 5. This small difference justifies 
. rs i?i ts shcwa in FIG. 4, the measured emitter work function is 35 the use of either the projected or net emitter area. 
compared with the tl~ieoaetical Rasor-Warner plot for @,=4.5 In another embodiment of the invention a seven cavity 
e i' , emitter was made of tantalum with seven cylindrical cavities 
'T'l~is compaxiso~: irldicates that the same emitter work func- of depths of 0.0407 cm, and diameters of 0.396 cm. The con- 
iior ckn be iir~hiet::d wit11 the cavity emitter at a temperature figuration is similar to that of the 19-cavity emitter, with ap- 
ratis T,/'Tr;, which is sigriificantXy larger than for flat emitters. 40 proximately half of the projected ernitter area of 2 cm.' occu- 
For c:;h;:lp?e, ;aa.ie emitter work function can be obtained pied by the bottoms of the cavities. The interelectrode spacing 
at -:'_=I ,";:1OCK., 'S,,-5.0(P0M. in a diode with a flat emitter as at at  an emitter temperature Tp1,400° C. and a collector tem- 
,T,-: ,~ i)( j :<, ,  TC,-367"K. jn a diode with the cavity emitter, perature T,=40O0 C. is 0.005 cm., and therefore the bottoms 
,p7e cavity eunitrer achieves the same emitter work func- of the cavities are 0.0457 cm. from the molybdenum collector. 
:aFFixenrj as rhe corivenlional flat at a 10 per- 45 Table 2 shows pertinent dimensions of the 7 and 19 cavity 
cent locver cesium-reservoir temperature. emitters. Both emitters were mechanically ground to reniove 
,3.lIe lrcrir func:,ion of the colieclor was determined from excess burrs from the rims of the cylindrical cavities that 
Yoil-aaipere IurJes jaained in a deeply electron-retarding re- resulted from the drilling operation, but the rectangular edges 
gino, such as st,own in $ 1 ~ .  4,  ~h~ diode varies were "tentionally preserved to maingain well-defined sidewall 
:ogdriehnllcal;y wit:1 voltage V, for voltages less than -1 In 50 areas. The volt-ampere characteristics of the diode with the 7- 
3rj sleclrcn-reizrdhag region, the current density J car) be ex- cavity emitter were obtained with an X-Y recorder as the volt- 
pressed by: age across the diode was swept from -3 to +5 v. Those volt- 
1.=\.y 2 ? p[--(<7n 
- . i; s x'~-V~)/KTE] ampere curves obtained from the unignited mode of the diode 
/&-;-I 20 Ajcm."--"K,:z operation were used in the subsequent analysis. The resuits 
198C=.;cc~liector work function, ev., 55 are shown in FIG. 7 as a family of S-curves. The emitter tem- 
K=1 .3iix1dib,~ Ji°K. perature ranged between 1,200 and 2a,1000K. and the cesiurn- 
reservoir temperature was between 393 and 453°K. The cesi- 
e l  .6v. x iO"'C 
urn temperature was kept above 393°K. since the error of satu- Equation : i ) may also be written as 
ration-current measuremenu at  lower temperatures became 
e$ eV 60 considerable (30 percent) because of the smallness of the cur- in .$=ln ( A T E 2 )  -- =+~-? rent and the lack of clean saturation. 
~ T E  k T x  
m 
~ ' 3 r  TE:=1491 OK., one obtains 
In J= 19.38-7.78+,+7.78Vo 65 - TABLE %-EMITTER DIMENSIONS 
Seven- Nineteeo- 
Therefore, she log of the current density varies linearly with pa,,eter cavity cavity emitter emitter 
the voltage V,. Such a dependence is clearly shown in FIG. 6 ,  
Cavity diameter cm .--....... . ........-...... 0.396 0.236 
where 3 current density of 1 3 m a . / ~ m . ~  (projected area of the cavity h p t h ,  cl;l-..~. . .  . 0.0407 0 . 0 4 ~ 7  
ca'~tteF2.Ocrn.') at V,=-13v. is observed. This current is ob- 70 Bottom area per cavity, cm?.. ....... . -  ... . .. 0.123 0.0437 
tailled a temperature of 580°K and a cesium-reser- - .... .....-.-.-. .-- 0.863 0.831 Side wall area per cavity, em? .....-.-. .~ .. ... . 0.0506 0.032 
voir ,emperateare of 453°K. Substitution of the above current Tot".i side wall area As, C I I ~ ? .  - . . . - . . . -----.. . 0.354 0.573 Projected area AP, crn2.. . . . . . . . . .... . .. .. .. . 2.00 2. 00 
and voltage values irlto Eq. ( 3 ) allows calculation of the ~01-  Total emitter area .~T=AP+AS, c 11. . . . . . . . 2.354 2.573 
lector work function 01. The result is qC=1.75 ev. at TJT, 75 ~:~:;~~~~~::I:-::::::::-:::: - ::--: - : 128.6 41. 
=1.28. A s l A p ,  percent ... ..----.-- ~ . - ~  ..-.-.....-.... li. i 28. 6 
3,578,992 
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a cesium-reservoir temperature TC,=453"K., the elec- modifications and variations may readiiy occur to rliose skiL1e.d 
tron-neutral mean-free path is approximately twice the intere- in the art and, consequently. it is intended that the claims be 
Tectrode distance at the location of a cavity. Therefore, the interpreted to cover such modifications arid equivalents. 
diode was operating in a collision-less regime for ctsiurn tem- We claim: 
per. rcres below 453OK. In fact, for T,, larger than 453"K., the 5 1. In a thermionic converter of the type including an erninter. 
diode ignited at relatively small voltages, and the saturation electrode operable at  a first selected temperature :range, a coE- 
region of the volt-ampere curves became obscured. The four lector electrode operable at  a second seiacted temperature 
S-curves shown in FIG. 3 appear to converge along a straigk range, said emitter and collector electrodes Seiug separated to 
line representing the vacuum-emission current from an define an interelectrode gap. the impsovernerzt .;,i.rereln salt: 
emitter with the work function @,=4.3ev. which can be taken emitter electrode defines at  least one cavicj, inwardly sxtend- 
as the uncesiated (vacuum) work function of the 7-cavity ing from a side thereof opposite said cotlector electrode acrosa 
emitter. This value agreed with the work function for tantalum said gap, the depth of said cavity being of the order of one 
(4.2 ev.) within 0.1 ev. FIG. 8 shows the currents through electron-neutral mean-free path, and the open end of said 
diodes with the 7-cavity emitter, the 19-cavity emitter, and a cavity being of an area to minimize e i ec t ro~~  space charge 
flat emitter, all with the same uncesiated work function @,= thereat, the largest dimension across the area of the open en5 
4.5 ev., as functions of reciprocal emitter temperatures when of said cavity being greater than the depth thereof, 
these diodes were operated at T,,=413°K. There are only 2.  In the thermionic converter as recited in clasln 1 wherein 
minor differences in electron emission between the 7-and 19- said emitter electrode defines a plurality of cavities extending 
cavity emitters, but their currents are an order of magnitude 20 from said side thereof, whereby the work fuiaction of the 
larger than that from the flat emitter. The corresponding work emitter is reduced when i n  Selected 
function turns out to be 0.4 ev. lower for the cavity emitters first temperature range. 
than for the flat emitters. 3. 
The apparent work functions were determined from the In a thermionic converter of the type including an emnittea 
saturation current by using Richardson's equation with an A- 25 electrode operable at  a first selected temperature range, a col- 
value d 120 A/cm.?--oK2. a projected area cmZ lector electrode operable at  a second selected temperature 
was used in calculating the current although the ac- range, said emitter and collector electrodes being separated tc 
tual emitter area was 2.354 ~ m . ~  in the 7-cavity emitter. The define an interelectrode gap, the improvement whereir said 
apparent work functions thus determined could then be easily emitter electrode defines a plurality of cavities. each inwardly 
compared with those of a flat emitter the same projected 30 extending from a side thereof opposite said collector electrode 
area. The values would be higher by approximately 0.03 ev. if across said gap, the depth of said cavit), being a function of the  the actual emitter area was used instead of the projected area. electron-neutral mean-free path, and open end of said The apparent work functions of the 7-cavit~ emitter are 
cavity being of an area to minimize electron slpace cilargc 
shown in together with the work function thereat, wherein the depth of each cavity definable as a' is  be- 
for a flat emitter with a 0 ~ 4 . 5  ev. % a function of T ~ / T ~ .  Work 35 lated to the opening of said cavity, definable as D, 
functions of the 7-cavity emitter were nearPy 0.4 ev. lower A=DIdand A is in the range of to 0, 
than those of the flat emitter for the same TEE,,. The results 4. 
are identical with those obtained from the 19-cavity emitter In a thermionic converter of the type inclrlding (FIG. 5, except that the work the 7-cavit~ emitter electrode operable at a first selected temperature range, a co;- 4.3 ev. for large of T~/'Tcs, at which the 40 lector electrode operable at a second selcceed temperature 
emitter is cesiated. If the uncesiated work range, said emitter and coilector being io 
tion was 4.3 ev., the emission must have been ion rich for define an interelectrode gap, the improvement wherein said TEE, larger than 2.8. It can be concluded, therefore, that the 
emitter electrode defines at Ieast one cavity. inwardiy extend- diode was operating in an ion rich, collisionless condition and ing from a side thereof opposite said collector e1ectrode across that the apparent work functions are the true values which are 45 said gap, the depth of said cavity being a function 
not affected by the space-charge sheath. ~e elec- 
The results shown in FIG. F) can also be interpreted as fol- tron-neutral mean-free path, and the open end of said cavi9 
lows. The same emitter work function of, say, 3,4 ev, is ob- being of an area to minimize electron space charge thereat. 
tained at TE/T,,=3,9 and 3.5 for the 7-cavity and the flat and a source of cesium operable at a third selected tempera- 
emitter, respectively, Then, for the same emitter temperature 50 ture range, for providing cesium vapor in a pressure 
T,=I ,SoOK,, T, be 3850K, for the cavity emitter and range in said gap, the depth of said cavity. definable as d, being 
429°K. for the flat emitter, indicating a reduction of 44°K. in in the order of 400 microns and being related to the opening 
T,, to achieve the same work function with the cavity emitter, of said cavity, definable as D, where A=Dld and A is in the 
Since electron scattering will be less with lower cesium pres- range of lo. 
sures and, therefore, with lower cesium reservoir tempera- 55 5. 
tures, use of the cavity will be advantageous in rher- In a thermionic converter including an emitter electrode of 
mionic energy converters. It should be pointed out that these a f i s t  material operable at a first temperature range, a coliec- 
advantages are obtainable only in a diode operating in an unig- tor electrode of a second material operable at a second tem- 
nited, collisionless regime achievable at relatively low operat- perature range, said collector being spaced apart from said 
ing temperatures. 60 emitter electrode to define an interelectrode gap 
F~~~ foregoing it is thus the apparent work therebetween, a source of cesium for providing cesium vapo- 
functions ofthe 7-cavity are 0.4 ev. lower than for the in said gap at  a selected pressure and .within a third selected 
flat emitter with an uncesiated work function of 4.5 ev, temperature range, the improvement v~iherein s a d  emitter 
Although the emitter configurations are different for the 7- electrode defines a plurality of shallow circular cavities ex- 
and 19-cavity emitters in many respects, the eiectron emission 65 tending inwardly from a side of said emitter electrode forming 
properties are remarkably similar, m r e e  independent said collector, with the openings of said cavities being greater 
methods utilizing ( 1 ) the Richardson equation, ( 2 )  the voltage than the depths thereof. wherein the depths of said cavities are 
at  the knee of the volt-ampere curve, and (3)  the ion-emission related to the electron-neutral mean-free path at the opetabhe 
data, consistently yielded unusually low emitter work func- temperatures and the openings of said cavities are large to 
lions, thereby clearly demonstrating the increased energy con- 70 minimize electron space charge from occurring thereat, the 
version efficiency which is realizable with a thermionic con- opening of said cavities being larger than the depths thereof by 
verter in which the novel cavity emitter of the present inven- a factor which is not less than 4. 
tion is incorporated. 6. 
Although particular embodiments of the invention have The themionic converter as recited in claim S wherein the 
been described and illustrated herein, it is recognized that 75 emitter and collector electrodes are tantalum and moiyb- 
denurn, respectively and wherein said first temperature range the projected area of said side of said emitter electrode is in a 
includes 1,490"K.. said second temperature range includes range including 2 square cm. and the number of said cavities is 
617°K. and said third temperature range includes tempera- n where n includes 7 and 19, with the diameter of each cavity 
tures between 393%. to 453OK. and the depths of b i d  cavities when ~7 being about 0.396 cm. and the diameter of each 
are in the range of 0.04 cm. 5 cavity when n=19 being about 0.236 cm. 
7 .  The themioinic converter as recited in claim 6 wherein 
